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also, it has great and supportive actors. i also want to say that i am overjoyed that an imperial affliction won the printz award. i am so happy that it got it. i want to be able to wear that necklace. on the other hand, i am worried about what will happen to that necklace after i die. i will pass on to my mother and she will probably sell it. she is also a tulip fanatic. she might pass it on to her tulip man. he is a creep, but he is my uncle. i don't want to harm my family. i have already harmed it by
being a part of it. i'm fine. the people you need to be concerned about include my tulip obsessed mom, her mysterious man, the dutch tulip man, and my delusional hamster who thinks that running on that little wheel of his will actually get him somewhere. welcome to my lifestyle. it's kind of a part of 'the fault in our stars' novel.after i finished the novel, i was looking as a fool for 'an imperial disorder'book, but nevertheless! it wasn't a real publication! but it has been created from the wmb
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